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Introduction
“Honesty is the best policy.” I don’t know who said it first, but my mom said it often and
LOUDLY. If you have just one or two items (radio, SWR meter, etc.) that you want to sell, take
it to the next hamfest. You’ll do better with one or two components or gear by selling directly to
other hams face to face and you don’t need this book. Also, the sunshine and fresh air (and the
smell of old radios) and lying to your ham friends about how great “The good ol’ days” were is
good for your health. This book is about turning all that stuff you’ve collected over the years into
a casual part-time business and making some real money by selling your “stuff” on eBay. This
book assumes that you are a beginner and know nothing about selling on eBay. If you do, then
you can just pick the parts tht you are not familiar with and skip those you already know about. If
all this makes sense to you and you have an interest in turning old radio parts into money, then
read on.
This book also assumes that you have a computer (what ham doesn’t have at least a couple?)
and you know how to use it. It doesn’t matter what kind it is as long as it works and is connected
to the Internet. If you have one and aren’t familiar with uploading, downloading, surfing, etc.
your four-year-old grandson or granddaughter can show you how. Yep, it’s almost unbelievable
how quickly the next generation has caught on to the workings of the Internet. If it’s hard to get
over the fact that your grandson whose feet don’t touch the floor when he’s sitting at the
computer, is more at home on the keyboard than you are just accept it. While we spent our
childhood shooting marbles in the school yard, the kids now are already on Twitter, Facebook,
Snapchat, Instagram, Gooogle Plus, Reddit, and all the other distractions that youngsters have
today.
If you can get your teenager off the iPhone long enough to quit texting everybody he or she
just left at school an hour earlier, he or she can show you how to do everything in this book.
They can complete the whole job for you while you watch. (They will, if you promise to loan
them the car!) Bribery works well with teenagers and politicians. If the thought of turning ham
items that you’re not using, nor intend to use into some sizeable cash, so you can buy that latest
ham radio gadget appeals to you let’s go to work.

Although the process of selling on eBay as explained in this book applies to anyone who
wishes to learn the correct procedures for selling anything on eBay, it is intended primarily for
Amateur Radio Operators, or “hams” as we are often called. Have you been a ham for some
time? Take a look around your “shack” or your shop (every ham has a shop even if it’s just a
bench in the garage). What do you see? If it’s like mine, and like most of those of the hams I
know, you have “stuff” piled on top of “stuff.” You’ve been shoving things in cabinets and
drawers so long you probably don’t even know how many old radio parts you do have. And all
of that stuff you’ve collected over the years has meaning to you, I know that. You can pick up an
old capacitor or coil or wafer-switch and it brings back fond memories of QSOs (qsos are
contacts with other hams for you readers who are not Amateurs) that you remember fondly.
“Yep, I tuned up the old Viking II on AM and worked a fellow in Italy He lived on a hillside and
he described how beautiful Lake Como was.” Remember that one? A ham who can’t recall what
he had for breakfast yesterday can remember a good chat with another ham that took place 20
years ago.
Reminiscing is fun but admit it to yourself even if you don’t mention it to anyone else - it’s
time for a reality check. Is your wife hesitant to come into your “shack?” Has she hinted that it
would be nice if you cleaned up a little of the mess? Maybe she’s even offered to vacuum the
shop floor for you. (Don’t let her do that! Just say, “No, thanks.” The one screw missing from
the Heath antenna tuner you’ve been restoring will disappear into the vacuum bag!) “What if we
have company?” she might ask. “I’d be ashamed to let them see where you hang out.”
Don’t look at me that way. You might not admit it, but you KNOW she is right. You could
even have had that thought cross your own mind from time to time. After all, if you have to step
over “stuff” to get to other “stuff” it really is time for you to consider taking inventory of what
you DO have. Have you ever bought a part or component and then gone home and found that
you had two or three of the same thing in the back of a cabinet or drawer? We all have. So, even
if you don’t go in for eBay selling in a big way, it would be handy to know just what you
actually have stuck in those boxes.
And yes, there is also an economic side to cleaning up the shack. You can turn all those old
parts into some ready cash. And…that means…you can buy MORE stuff!

I decided about a year ago that there just wasn’t time left for me to complete all the
“projects” that I once had great plans for in those good ol’ days. The old clock on the wall is
ticking and the years are zipping by. It’s like those old movies that showed the passage of time
with calendar pages flipping off like falling leaves. If you are like me, you don’t really want that
nice lady who has put up with your hamming all these years to have to deal with all your
“junque” when you go to that big ham shack in the sky. You don’t, do you?
I promise you can clean up the shack and make substantial amounts of money by selling
some of that collection of parts on eBay. It’s not hard, there is no real skill involved, it doesn’t
take up much of your time and you’ll take pride in seeing your account in PayPal going up and
up and up. And, look at it this way – the parts you are selling are things you already have, and
have had for years. Whatever you paid for them, it was paid for long ago. You’re not going to
have to invest a lot of money in order to make money, you have the stock already, and it’s taking
up much too much room.
When I started selling radio parts I had no idea that it would amount to the thousands of
dollars I’ve accumulated. In fact, I just bought a new multi-thousand-dollar amplifier with “free”
money I made selling items on eBay. Believe it or not there is a real market out there for radio
parts. There are over 600,000 hams in the U.S. alone, and many of them take a cruise through
eBay every day. I’ll bet that you have already scanned some things on eBay yourself, and may
have even bought a few things that looked like something you might add to the shack. Hams
(ESPECIALLY HAMS) are always looking for a bargain!
Other hams are just like you. And, like you, they are willing to pay a good honest price for a
component that they’ve been looking for. After World War Two there were plenty of good
surplus parts at bargain prices. But these days, even the popular parts houses, don’t offer large
capacitors or inductors or coil stock or turns counters or knobs for your Heath SB-102 or
filament transformers for your SB-220. I live just outside a huge metropolitan area and there are
lots of hams here. If I need a part I can usually find someone to give me a couple of those oldfashioned large feed-through insulators for the antenna coupler I’m building. (Good luck trying
to find those at Mousers!) But I’ve sold lots of parts to hams who live in the more remote
sections of Idaho, or Wyoming or Montana where other hams who might have parts are scarce.
And yes, if you like, eBay will even help you sell to overseas sources where parts that might be
easily found in America are just not available from any source. If overseas selling sounds

complicated it actually is quite simple to sell to foreign buyers. You don’t have to fool with
customs officers filling out tons of forms and figuring out export duties; eBay does all that for
you. You just send the package to a regional eBay facility and they do all the hard work.
I’m going to walk you through the process that I use and, with whatever modifications you
choose, you will make extra money from all those parts cluttering up the floor of your shop. I’m
going to steer you clear of the mistakes that so many people make; mistakes that drive off
potential customers. I’m, also going to tell you what shipping services I’ve used successfully.
And ones to avoid! (Wait until you hear how the U.S. “priority” service sent a beautiful antenna
tuner I sold on an 8,000-mile trip – and destroyed it!) We’re going to navigate the eBay web site
together until you become as familiar with it as the frequency of that net you meet every Sunday
night. You’ll find that I will repeat some aspects of the selling process from time to time.
The purpose of that is to help you memorize those factors. Remember in school when we
had to memorize the multiplication tables? They don’t do that anymore. That’s because teachers
think that everyone for now and forever more will have an iPhone with a built-in calculator. But
what happens if the battery goes dead? Memorization is still valuable. And if I repeat some
things more than once it is just because I want those things embedded in your mind, so that you
can avoid mistakes the first time and not repeat them. I want your selling experience on eBay to
make you some meaningful income and be enjoyable while you do it. There is nothing wrong
with that idea is there?

You may have already dipped into this source of additional cash, but you did it the wrong
way and it wasn’t a good experience. It doesn’t have to be that way. Do it right and it can
actually be fun! And you’ll be doing your fellow hams a service that has value in the form of
money you can use. There’s a right way and a wrong way to do everything. If you’ve learned
how to break into that pileup working the DXpediton, you’re smart enough to sell on eBay. It’s
not rocket science; it’s not even 9th grade biology. But like that last radio you bought, you needed
to READ the manual, didn’t you? This is your step by step manual to become an effective and
consistent eBay seller.
If you are ready to start turning all that “stuff” into some money, let’s get started!

Get acquainted with eBay
I’ll bet you have bought something from eBay. Almost everybody has. If you haven’t, then
you need to join right now. It is free and all you need to do is input your email address and a
password. If you are not already a member you must register, but it just requires the same info.

Make a note of your password because you’ll find that navigating through the site you may
be requested to input the same info a number of times. This is for your own protection and, so
far, it has worked. EBay has millions of members and it has never been hacked. While you are at
it, you might as well sign up for PayPal. PayPal is the financing part of eBay. It is where you pay

for items you have bought and where your payments for the items you sell are stored until you
transfer them to your bank. PayPal will require you to register a credit card (for backup to pay
for the items you buy. They also need your banking information (Your bank name and your
account number) so you can have the money that piles up in it transferred to your bank account.
It is a secure site so don’t worry about giving them your bank information.

As of spring 2018 eBay announced that during the year it was switching from PayPal to
another financial service, but since they will own that one also (they owned PayPal) the signup
will be similar And, PayPal will still be available, so you will be able use it instead of what new
financing scheme eBay is going to. I’ve dealt with PayPal so long I don’t intend to change my
practices. (This is one of those “corporate” moves that only makes sense to the eBay Board of
Directors. Unless you are one of those – forget about it.) The general usage of eBay will not
change.

A good idea is to use the same log in email address and password for PayPal that you do for
eBay. It just makes switching from one to the other easier and less for you to remember. Like
eBay they also don’t store things like your Social Security number or other personal information.
EBay began shortly after the Internet became available to the public. Now they claim to
have 60 Million users and I don’t doubt it. At first it was primarily an auction site. That is,
someone would list an item and buyers would “bid” on the item and when the auction was over,
the winner was the person who had bid the highest amount of money. And, it was fun!!
But, then things like “Auction Sniper” came along (and now there are others) and that meant
that you could put your top bid (the maximum you would pay for the item) in the “sniper”
instead of in the eBay auction. Then, in as little as 3 seconds before the auction ended, your snipe
bid would swoop in and bid a dollar more than the top bidder – and you won. Good for you, but
disappointing for those who had hung in there watching the auction for a week or more raising
their bids. They felt cheated and rightly so, because no matter how fast they were, they could not
beat a computer outbidding them at the last second. You might keep programs like Auction
Sniper in mind if YOU want to buy something. You’ll put in the top price you’re willing to pay
for the item in question. Then, as the bidding reaches the end of its time period, the “Sniper” will
pop in and at the last second add a dollar to the top bid and you win. You might, for instance, put
in $400. But the Sniper isn’t going to bid your $00. It’s just going to bid a buck more than the
highest bid that has been posted. To be honest (remember honesty is still the best policy) Auction
Sniper is the only way I bid on anything that I wish to buy on eBay. It’s free to use for the first
few “snipes” and then after that the cost is minimal. More about Auction Sniper, and a link to
their web site is coming later.

There are still auctions, and it is a good way to sell something when you have no idea what
to charge for it, but for the most part eBay has become a “Buy It Now” site. If you have a nice
piece of gear that would demand a high price at a hamfest, it is often better for you to list it as a
“Buy it Now” item at a fixed price than to put it in an auction. It has been my experience that
something (say, a working model of a Collins 75-A4 receiver) will sell for less on an auction
than by using an honest “Buy it Now” price. You will have to decide which is best for the
particular radio items you wish to sell. You might try a couple of lower valued things both ways,
one on an Auction and one on a Buy It Now format. It’s a good way for you to become familiar

with both forms and you won’t rick losing any money. After you track a few of both formats you
will become smarter and can then pretty well decide which format is better for each item you
have to sell, either. with Auctions or Buy It Now.

What is “My eBay?”
My eBay is a drop-down list of a number of options and you need to become familiar with a
few of them. It is such a long list you might feel overwhelmed, but you can skip most of them.
However, you do need to become familiar with this feature of eBay because you will likely be
visiting My eBay several times a day when you have some items listed to sell. As you can see it
is located at the top right side of the home page of eBay. When you move your mouse over it a
whole list of options is revealed. One of them is the “Watch List”

On My eBay you need a watch list. That works well if you are at a loss as to what you
should charge for the item you wish to sell. Do a search for items like yours. On each item
shown on eBay there is a line, “Add to Watch List.” As advertised, when you click it that item is
then saved to your Watch List (You can view your Watch List by clicking on that option in the
drop-down list on My eBay.) When the items on your watch list sell you will see what the selling

price was, and this gives you a good slant on what “Buy it Now” price you’ll want to place on
your similar item. You can put as many items as you like on your “Watch List.” If there is
something you interested in buying, you can watch it and see if there are others “watching” and it
gives you an idea of what you should bid if it is an auction item.
Also, on My eBay drop-down list you will see “Selling.” Click it and it shows the items you
have listed to sell. It shows if, or how many, people are “watching” your items. From that you
can tell if you should lower or adjust your selling price or add some incentive such as “Free
Shipping” to get more people interested in your item. (Lots more on shipping coming later.) As
long as there are people watching some item you’ve listed, that means they are interested and are
potential buyers. “Selling” also keeps a record of what you have sold. So, if you have a similar
item to sell, you already know what the market paid for the first one and what you should ask for
the second one. In fact, on My eBay on the RIGHT SIDE one of the options is “Sell Similar”
which is handy if you want a short cut to get to the listing pages.
Also, on the LEFT SIDE of My eBay there are a ton of items you should look over, but you
don’t need to waste a lot of time on them. One that is most helpful is this: If you are searching
items like yours, to get an idea of what price to place on it, check the box that says “Sold
Listings”

“Sold Listings.”
By checking this box, eBay will show you just the items similar to yours that have actually
been bought and paid for by someone. Obviously, it’s a waste of your time to wade through
pages and pages of things which nobody has bought. Unless you just like to look at tons of
variable capacitors, you need to know the items like yours that people have paid their hardearned cash for. By selecting Sold Listings it gives you an idea of what variable caps like yours
are currently selling for. That way you can set your price at a similar level to those that have
already sold. Of course, it is up to you what you are willing to sell something for but pricing it
way above what other items like yours, which have actually been brought, is a pretty good way
to keep your item sitting on eBay with no takers until the cows come home. Ebay has not yet
gotten into selling cows, but I wouldn’t put it past them.

Yes, there are lots and lots of options on the left side of “My eBay” but the one that will
save you the most time and still be of value when it comes time for you to set a price on your
item, show only “Sold Listings” is the only one I consistently use.

I’ll leave this chapter as it is while you peruse the “My eBay” contents and get familiar with
it while keeping one idea in mind. Don’t take offense at this, it just human nature and I am guilty
of it, too. And it is this: We ALL think the things we own are worth more than the market will
pay for them. It’s a natural (and universal) trait. You might say, “Why, I wouldn’t sell my Super
X Multi-Filter Transceiver for less than $6000. I PAID $7,000 for it just three years ago!” Yes,
you did, and like the new car you bought, that radio lost a lot of price value the moment you
carried it out of the store or opened the box that came in from HRO. The buyers on eBay are
there for one reason only – they are looking for something specific that they want or need, and
they want it at a bargain price. If you want to sell it, you are going to have to adjust your attitude
and realize that fact.
Remember this, you can price your item at whatever amount you like, but if it doesn’t sell at
that price you’ve listed for it be prepared to relist it at a lower price. Or if you’re not willing to
do that, you’ll have to keep it. A good rule of thumb I go by is this: If I have had the radio for

some years, but it is still popular and in good shape, I might start off pricing it at two-thirds of
what HRO currently lists it for. If it doesn’t sell at that price, I’ll drop it to half the present selling
price. If that shocks you, it is just a fact of the selling game. Remember, NOBODY is forcing
you to sell. It’s just a choice of if you REALLY want to sell it or not. You have to decide if it is
worth more to you sitting on the shelf – OR if you want some cash for it. The choice is always
yours. If you get more joy out of just looking at it, than you would by getting some money for it
so you can buy something else, that’s perfectly fine and you should keep it. I’ve got some
“stuff” that has sentimental value to me alone and I wouldn’t sell it for anything. Some things
that hams gave to me mean more than money. I loved those guys and they have now have passed
away. There is no amount of money high enough that would make me sell them. But, on the
other hand, I have a lot of gear and boxes of parts that I just don’t need or will ever use. If you
are in the same situation, put it on eBay and see what happens.
There are other places to list things you want to sell. Stay away from “Angie’s List” and
“Craig’s List” and other face-to-face selling programs. Unless you are meeting another ham (and
you know for sure he IS a ham) there are too many crooks out there for you to face. They’ll
answer your ad, but when you show up with that nice amplifier instead of handing you money
they will pull a gun and take it for free, and maybe shoot you in the bargain “just for fun.”
QRZ.com has a “For Sale” section on their site that is free, but there are hundreds of things listed
there and you’ll get individual exposure for your item on eBay. It is better than anywhere else
that I know of to sell radio “stuff.”

What should you Sell?
The answer to that one is easy. You can TRY to sell ANYTHING. I’ve sold complete
radios; complete antenna tuners and I’ve sold dozens of variable capacitors and rotary inductors
and other even smaller components. Remember you are in this to make some money so don’t
bother selling really small “stuff” because hams already have drawers full of resistors and disk
capacitors. And you wouldn’t make any money selling those anyway. So, divide your items into
the larger components like radios, tuners, speakers, antenna analyzers, watt meters, test gear and
the smaller components like variable capacitors and knobs and coil stock and baluns and rotary
inductors etc into another group. When you have everything in separate piles then you can decide
how many to list and what price you will ask for them.
If you are already confused, be patient. (I know that is hard, I’m an impatient person
myself. I want to move right along and get things done!) But remember when you bought that
first mobile 2-meter transceiver that was menu-driven? It was mind-boggling at first wasn’t it?
But after you worked with it awhile it all made sense, didn’t it? If eBay selling seems daunting at
first, I’m going to do my best to make you familiar with the whole process. And the final chapter
is going to recap everything I’ve talked about. So, I will walk with you as we make our way
through this process together and at the end you’ll feel confident to make your first sale. And
from then on, the sky’s the limit.
First an observation: If you search through “amateur radio” on eBay you will find
literally hundreds, if not thousands of MFJ products. Although MFJ sells tons of Amateur Radio
products, rightly or wrongly, MFJ has received a bias against it from, especially, the older hams
and more experienced operators. Martin F. Jue is a fine fellow, a good ham, and an awfully smart
businessman. Jue is an American business personality, inventor and founder/owner of several
companies, including MFJ Enterprises, Hy-Gain, Cushcraft, Ameritron, Vectronics and others,
all of which manufacture products for the amateur radio population. He has bought up dozens of
other ham product companies and made them profitable. You might even say he has saved these
companies from going under or declaring bankruptcy, and that is a very good thing. He’s kept
ham items on the market that we all love, and he is always introducing new products.
Never the less, MFJ products have sometimes had their initials referred to as representing
“Mighty Fine Junk.” And it is true that, certainly in the early days of MFJ, the Quality Control

was not that good. It is hard to change the first impression that someone gets from anything. So,
no matter if quality control is now top notch, that old impression is still strong. That is not to say
that you cannot sell your MFJ products on eBay, you certainly can. But you are going to have to
sell them at real bargain prices. For two good reasons: First, because of the bias against them as
outlined above, and second, because there are just so darn many of them listed for sale. Just keep
that in mind if you intend to list MFJ products for sale on eBay.
You’ll find all varieties of radios for sale on eBay and you can sell yours there also. First
do a search. In the search box on eBay’s home page type in the name, number, and model of
your radio and be specific because there are slight differences even in the same model of the
same radio. On the left side of the “My eBay” page check the box that shows “Sold Listings.”
I’m going to show it to you again.

You’re not interested in general listings of dozens of radios; you need to know the prices
of radios that have actually been bought. If a number of older Yaesu FT-Somethings’s are listed
as having been sold for, say, $1900, you know you are going to have to price yours at a
comparable price. If you have a somewhat rare radio, or if your Yaesu has more filters than the
ones you see, you can price yours higher. For instance, I earlier mentioned a Collins 75A-4

receiver – a FULLY RESTORED receiver like this will sell for over $3,000. (Originally that
radio sold new for around $700, but few of us could afford one in the ‘50s.) On the other hand,
similar receivers that are “Not working or for parts Only” (that is a sales category) will sell for
as little as four or five hundred dollars. I’ve seen some that didn’t sell that were priced even
lower. Good, working Collins equipment of any kind will sell, but the price will depend on its
condition. (I once gave away a Collins speaker at a ham raffle because I didn’t need it and didn’t
realize that it had any value. It was old and scruffy with coffee stains. I saw one like it recently
that looked worse than the one I gave away on eBay. It sold for $375!

Any radio accessory can be sold on eBay. Do you have some Heath speakers that you are
not using? Search them out using the search process on eBay. If there are no others, price yours
at $50 and see what happens. Kenwood and Icom speakers also sell well for around $90 to
$100.If you list anything and it doesn’t sell, you can always lower the price. Heath gear still sells
well, especially if it has been maintained in good condition. Johnson Viking products are also
good sellers. Drake gear, receivers and transmitters sell well. On older gear, the “cosmetics” are
extremely important. If your Valiant is in “mint” condition it will bring much more than one that
is scratched and dented. Watt meters are good sellers. Hammarlund and Bud and Johnson
variable capacitors always sell. If it doesn’t have a name on it, it is a “generic” item but if it is in
good clean condition it will still sell.
Again, search for the ones like you have and if you don’t find one like it, try to imagine
yourself in a buyer’s position. If you can remember what you paid for the item, that gives you a
head start, and you can list yours at a “Buy it Now price that seems reasonable. If you are at a
complete loss as to what it is worth, put it in an auction with a low enough starting bid that will
draw interest and bidders. Remember, you can put in a Reserve Price which is the least you will
take for the item so don’t under price it. However, you’ll pay a small fee by putting a reserve on
it, and we do not like to pay fees!
Computer/radio interfaces that permit you to use any or all of the digital modes (a new
one seems to come out every week) sell well. Believe it or not, there is a market for old
Commodore 64 computers. Yes, a computer that had only 64 mb of memory is still selling as
well as the tons of software that were once available for that computer. The matching
Commodore color monitor sells. Some sellers combine the computer and monitor and 1541 disk

drives and sell it all at a fixed price. I saw a combination like this sell for $1400. Sinclair and
Xerox and other small computers from the ‘70s are still desired by certain segments of folks who
frequent eBay. These people may not be hams but they are collectors of “memories.” You’d be
surprised (maybe not) by folks who recapture some feelings of pleasure from just possessing
some object that they valued, or couldn’t afford, in their younger years.
There are people who make a hobby of collecting the many computers that hit the market
in the ‘70s such as the Radio Shack TRS-80s. And computer parts and accessories are good
sellers. How many old PCs do you have taking up room in the basement or attic? Every one of
those has a power supply in it, doesn’t it? They are switching-supplies, so they put out a lot of
“hash” but they also are a source of 5vdc and 12vdc and many articles have been posted on the
Internet or YouTube of how hams have turned them into useful bench power supplies. Also, old
modems have been utilized by hams for various projects. There is even a coast to coast network
in the works using those old modems sitting in a box in your basement. All those computers have
hard drives in them, too, don’t they? SATA drives are still viable as an item you can sell on
eBay. Just listing one won’t gather many takers unless it is a solid-state drive. But, you might
take four or five of them and sell them as a “bundle” at a single price for all of them. They don’t
take up much room in a box and you won’t make a fortune from them, but they are not making
anyone a dime sitting in old computers in your attic or garage.
What you must do is change your viewpoint. Before, all this stuff was just something you
had to move to get to something else. From now on, let your eyes scan your area of the house
(The basement is “mine,” upstairs belongs to the XYL) and look at everything with the idea of,
“What can I put on eBay to make a few bucks?”
I’ve had considerable success selling individual radio components. (Don’t waste your
time listing receiving tubes, unless they are the few that audiophiles still like for their tube amps
to listen to Glenn Miller records.) The older power tubes - transmitting tubes like 813s, 812s,
811s, 572s, 4-400s, 4-1000s and others are popular. And, the ceramic tubes, especially those
made by Eimac, are very good sellers and bring a very good price in the hundreds of dollars. Be
careful, though. Don’t try to pass off old 3-500s as “very good” when you know a pair is 30
years old and only puts out 800 watts. Remember mom’s admonition, “Honesty is STILL the
best policy.”

I know there is a general belief that “hams don’t build anything anymore.” That is true in
one sense. Radios have become so complicated with their onboard computers that you can’t
work on them as we did in the old days. But some hams, especially old timers, are still building
antenna tuners and receiving loops. (Receiving only loops have become very popular lately and
the home-brew types use a variable capacitor.) Lots of hams get their enjoyment out of restoring
some old piece of gear that dates to their Novice days. They are always looking for replacement
parts. If you have a defunct SB-220, for example, you might make more money by parting it out
and selling the individual components than by selling it as a “Not working or Parts Only” listing.
That’s a decision you’ll have to make for yourself. And young hams are experimenting with the
miniature “computers” (Arduinos, etc.)
The challenge with components always is: What price to ask for them? I’ve seen brand
new variable capacitors (from Ukraine) that are priced at $90, but not many people are taking up
that offer. I’ve sold lots of variables of all sizes for $25 to $60 with a good deal of success. And
the same goes for variable inductors. It is vital that you list the capacitance in pf (picofarads) in
your listing title and micro henries (uh) on inductors. I’ve sold inductors in the same price range
as the capacitors. If you’ve been a ham for a while you probably have a capacitance checker. If
you don’t have one, you should for your own use. But don’t buy the $15 model; it’s a waste of
money. Invest $70 in a good one that will serve you well for years for your own projects and
give you accurate readings for the capacitors you want to sell on eBay. As far as inductors are
considered, I simply use the old ARRL “calculator” card that I’ve had since the ‘50s. Just
measure the length and width of the inductor, count the number of turns per inch and presto!
Read the maximum inductance right off the scale.
I’ve also sold NOS (New Old Stock) Heath knobs for $15 each with a discount if a buyer
wanted more than one. (I found a box of them that had never been used in the back of a cabinet.)
Turns counters sell well, and sometimes, if they are in great shape and look sharp at a fairly high
price. Yes, you can TRY to sell anything related to ham radio on eBay. Sometimes you’ll make a
mint if it is a rare item and sometimes you might just break even. But in either case, it is fun to
do it and at the same time you are often supplying a ham out there in the wilderness with a part
he can’t find anywhere else. And often the older something is, the more valuable it is. Hams are
browsing through eBay at all hours of the day or night. You never know what might strike their
fancy. And, as I said, don’t ignore computer parts or software. I once had a “Doctor DX” cw

trainer that worked with a Commodore C-64 computer and I loved it; it was so much fun! But, it
died. Well, what do you know – I just happened to do a search for Dr. DX on eBay - and there
was one for less than ten bucks! Nobody else might want it, but I snapped it up and I have had a
ball playing with it again.
If you’re getting anxious to start selling, hang on awhile longer. There’s still no free
lunch and you still don’t get something for nothing. If there were no effort in learning how to
effectively sell on eBay this book wouldn’t be necessary. I’m going to show you how to do that
step by step later. Right now, I’m giving you an overview of how selling works for radio gear on
eBay. If you get nothing else out of this, chapter, the MOST important thing to remember is: BE
HONEST. In your description of the item be SURE to point out any defects. Sure, that mobile
radio you took out of the car has a few scratches but that doesn’t hurt its performance. It works
great for you and since you bought that new one, you might as well sell the older one to someone
who doesn’t have a mobile radio. Let me tell you, those “scratches” can make or break a sale. If
you are honest and tell the prospective buyer about them, in other words, be honest about them –
then the prospective buyer can decide if the value of having the radio outweighs the fact that it
has a few scratches. To some folks the scratches are meaningless. They just want a good radio.
To others, they won’t touch anything unless it is pristine. In the pictures you provide (there’s a
whole chapter ahead on pictures) be sure to take close ups of ANY scuffs or scratches or dents or
any missing parts like “feet.”
And, another thing.
Unless you list yourself as a seller who “Seller does not accept Returns” (I don’t advise
that because it is a sure turn off and makes you sound like a crook even if you sit in the first pew
at church) the buyer has, usually, 14 days to return the item (at his expense) for any reason. You
can offer up to 30 days for the buyer to return something and eBay loves “30-day returns” but a
buyer can do a lot of damage in 30 days. If he or she can’t decide that they want to keep the item
in 14 days, there’s something wrong with that picture. Of course, conditions for the buyer may
change in 14 days, you never know. Maybe an emergency came up and he can’t afford your item
anymore. Whatever the reason (or for no reason) he can still send it back to you; he just has to
pay the shipping cost.

BUT if you have misled him in your description and the item isn’t what he expected, or if
it was damaged in transit, he can return it and eBay will make you pay the shipping costs. That’s
called “resolving a dispute” and eBay is always on the side of the buyer.
You want to have a 100% rating as a seller, and you get that by being brutally honest
about what you are selling. I might even advise that you go overboard when describing anything
about the item (the tiniest scratch) that a buyer might think important. If the knobs are “a little
tight to turn” tell the buyer about it. Don’t let him be surprised when he has to use a pair of
visegrips to tune the darn thing. Buyers are generally pretty nice to deal with if you are
completely honest with them. If you aren’t, then eBay can ban you from ever selling on their site
again. Forever.
While we’re on the subject, COMMUNICATION with the buyer is something that costs
you nothing and is probably the most important part of dealing with buyers. We are hams, for
crying out loud, we are supposed to be great communicators. When you sell something, it shows
up in the “My eBay” section. You’ll see a small picture of the item you’ve sold. On the right side
of that page there is a drop-down menu that is listed as “MoreActions.”

One of the things on the More Actions drop-down menu is “Contact buyer.” The FIRST
thing you should do after a sale is immediately send the buyer a “Thank you for your purchase”
and tell him you will send him a tracking number as soon as the item ships. (UPS and FedEx will

automatically send him a tacking number. USPS is supposed to, but as a courtesy you should do
it, too.)
And, since I know the guy is a ham or he wouldn’t be buying radio stuff, I ask him what
project he is going to use the item for and to keep me informed of his progress. He may not
respond, which is fine, but I have made the effort to show interest in his project. I have buyers
who follow me now just because I take this little extra effort to communicate with them. Much of
my “Feedback” (which is where the buyer grades you on the transaction) mentions “Great
communication!” and that is good advertising for you. And all it takes is a few minutes of your
time. We’ll talk some more about this later. I’ll show you exactly how to do it, but this tiny bit of
extra effort you take can make multiple buyers out of those who might just pick up one thing
from you and go on to the next seller. I can’t emphasize this strongly enough. So, do it!
Communicate!

A Picture is worth 1,000 Words
Maybe not quite a thousand, but where most people fail in selling on eBay is by not having
photos, or having photos that are too small, or out of focus and fuzzy and not enough of them.
Ebay allows you to upload 12 photos and you should use at least nine and 12 if you can squeeze
one more angle out of the item you are photographing and are trying to sell. You wouldn’t buy a
car or a TV or a baby crib without seeing it, or at least some good photos of it. And while you
can’t show the prospective buyer the article in person you can show them really good pictures of
it. If it’s a radio, plug it in so it lights up. I sold a complete ham station, transceiver and
accessories, hand mic, desk mic, and interface for an amp for over a thousand dollars, and it sold
because there were detailed pictures of everything. And, most everything was in its original box!
I don’t know what it is about hams, but somehow having the box the radio came in means a lot to
them. I suppose if you have the original box it might show that you are the original owner but
passing the box along from buyer to buyer disproves that theory. At any rate, never throw away
the box no matter if the piece of radio gear you buy is big or small.
My listing title was, “All you need to get on the air, just add 12volts and an antenna.”
That package sold in one day and the buyer also paid the shipping. He has since contacted me
through eBay jus to tell me how much he was enjoying his purchase. That’s the kind of response
you are looking for.
In these days of cheap digital cameras there is just no excuse for not putting plenty of good
quality, high definition photos on eBay when you wish to list something. And, PLEASE, don’t
even think of using your phone to take the pictures! Phones are fine for talking and texting your
teenager to find out what trouble they are in, but nix on taking pix with them for use on eBay.
That just doesn’t cut it with buyers. I’ve seen more lousy pictures on eBay of something I might
want to pay money for IF I could just see it clearly. It is beyond me why some people dump the
item on the floor or lean it up against the furnace and snap a couple of quick shots of it. I do
know that fuzzy, out of focus pictures is a sure-fire way of NOT selling your item.

There is nothing mysterious about taking good pictures, but there are some simple things
you can do to make yours sparkle. I have a Canon SLR camera which is overkill, but it is the
camera I have, so I use it. You can buy a digital camera at Wal-Mart (they have one for $40) that

will work just as well, and you’ll save a few hundred dollars. And when you are not taking
pictures of items to sell on eBay you can take the camera on vacation. Then you can post on
Facebook all those shots of you getting sunburned at the beach.
What you also need for good pictures is good light and a good background. Nothing turns
buyers off more than a picture of something on the floor or with the item lost in a clutter of
background junk. So, let’s set up a place to make good pictures. Here is a photo of my set up

My “studio” is in with the rest of the clutter in our basement. From Amazon I bought two
umbrella lights from Neewer. It was a kit with energy-saving bulbs, two stands, and a smaller
table top stand. Just go to Amazon and type in “neewer umbrella lighting kit.” The current kit
includes a tripod. As of this writing it costs about $43. I paid something like $37 for mine
(without the tripod) but nothing stays the same price, does it? These lights will last forever, and
they give a nice, soft and neutral light. If you shoot your pictures under ordinary fluorescent
lights, your pictures will have a blue or greenish hue to them, so consider good light as just a cost
of doing business. (The Neewer kit also includes a carry case so you can fold and haul all that
gear to another location if the item you want to sell is too heavy to come to you. For instance, I
have a couple of RTTY (Teletype) machines. Yes, there is actually a reflector I’m on that is
made up of guys (many of whom are NOT hams) whose hobby is restoring and then

demonstrating these fascinating old machines. I’ve moved my umbrella lights to where the
machines are and taken good pictures of them.
For my “studio” and yours, too all you need is a piece of fiber board clamped to the table
(which is merely a sheet of plywood on two saw horses) and a blue sheet draped over and
covering the background. That’s it. (The sheet doesn’t NEED to be blue, but don’t use one with a
print on it. Palm trees and tropical flowers in the background of your pictures is not a good thing.
I also use a can of compressed air to blow off any dust and to smooth the background before I
shoot the pictures. With the two lights, and the flash on my camera I get pictures that are bright,
clean, and show every detail. And, as a side benefit, if you wish to take pix of your household
valuables for insurance purposes, this setup works for that, too. You can move the lights up to
the dining room and draped a sheet over a stool and take great portraits of your wife and the kids.
And grandkids and great grandkids and their cousins too if you like. I shoot my pictures two
ways – I use the “auto” setting and the “close up” setting. And then I choose the best ones to
show on eBay.

I have a tripod that I sometimes use (and I would definitely use it if I am taking pix of the
family), but I also handhold the camera if I want to get down and show some special detail of the
item I’m going to list on eBay (like the E.F. Johnson logo, or Hammarlund stamped into the
metal on the end of variable capacitors).
Fill the frame with the item when you take its picture. You don’t need a lot of extra space
around it. Be sure to take pix of every side of the item, including the bottom, and if it is a piece
of gear with a removable top, take close up pictures of all the components inside. If I am selling
components like variable capacitors and inductors I include a shot of a tape measure in a couple
of the pictures. One to show how long it is, and one to show its width.

And, remember to add close-ups of any defects, scratches, dents or anything that that might
be “discovered” by the buyer. The last thing you want is for the buyer to be surprised by that big
dent in the bottom. He or she might still buy the item if you show it in a picture - if you don’t and
he finds it when he opens the package he is not going to be happy and the item will likely be
returned. If it is something you have not identified in your written description or in a picture
YOU will not only get the item back, but YOU will have to pay the return shipping. I don’t want
to confuse you – if a buyer gets your item and decides he doesn’t want it or his XYL has already
spent the money to buy him a new plaid shirt, HE has to pay the return shipping expense to
return it to you. BUT, if it is returned because you misrepresented it (or he “thinks” that you
deceived him by not showing that dent) YOU not only have lost the sale, but YOU have to pay
the return shipping expense.
Be sure to take more pictures then you will need. Take 15 or more; with a digital camera you
can take as many as you like, and it doesn’t cost you anything. Then you can pick out just the
best views to put on your selling page.
Which brings up editing. If you’ve taken digital pix before you know that they are HUGE.
So, you need some way to get them to just the right size for eBay. That means you need a photo
editing program for your computer. I use Photoshop because I have had it ever since I was in the
business of building web sites. It was an expensive program then and I have version 6 but I don’t
think you can even buy it from Adobe anymore. They now sell some “monthly cloud service”
along with a monthly fee so you don’t want to mess with that

But don’t be discouraged. There is a FREE program on the Internet called (believe it or not)
“Gimp.” Gimp will do everything you need for eBay purposes. It is open-source, so it doesn’t
cost you anything. I’m sure there are tutorials on YouTube for using Gimp so go ahead and
download it and start getting used to it. You can use it to lighten or darken your pictures (adjust
the contrast and brightness) and resize them for eBay. Just Google GIMP and download the free
program.
Have you ever wondered about the way you can mouse over the pix on eBay and it
magnifies the object? That’s a great effect because it gives the buyer a real close view of what
you’re trying to sell. Ebay insists that your pix be at least 600 pixels on the longest side. To get
the magnifying effect you want to make yours much, much larger. Make it 1600 pixels on the
longest side and you can do that with Gimp, or whatever photo editing program you have. After
you have edited your pix you can save them as a jpg (The term "JPEG or simply JPG" is an
acronym for the Joint Photographic Experts Group which developed the standard) but I suggest
that you save them as a “ping.” (PNG is the Portable Network Graphics standard.). Pngs have
much better definition and a higher resolution (they look better) than jpgs and eBay can handle
any pictures that are up to 25 megabytes in size.
Does all of this sound like a lot of work just to make a few bucks? You’re right. If you only
make a few bucks this is more work than the minimum wage. But I am assuming that you bought
this book because you really wanted to make some worthwhile money from all the radio stuff
you’ve collected over the years. As I said when we began this journey, if you only have a couple
of items you can bear to part with, take them to the next hamfest. But if you want to make some
real money, stick with me. In just the two months before I started writing this book I made over
$3,000 selling things that were just taking up room in my shack and shop. And I still had time to
work a lot of PSK-31 on 20 meters and to chat with my buddies on 75-meter SSB.
Okay, now we have our pictures all looking good and the right size and we have saved them
in a folder on our desktop named “eBay pix” or something similar. But even if a picture is worth
a thousand words, we still need to have words to tell prospective buyers how your item will
make their lives better, make the sun shine on a rainy day and how it will help them make DXCC
in a weekend. All they need to do is add your gizmo to their radio setup to promote world peace.
Okay, maybe I’ve exaggerated a little bit. But they do really need your 500pf variable to

complete that Transmatch antenna tuner they are working on. So, let’s tell them how wonderful
that variable is!
Here’s hint that you should keep in mind before you think of taking pictures or writing
descriptions. Hard components (like variable capacitors, rotary inductors, coils, etc.) can be
cleaned by sticking them in the dishwasher. Yes, if your XYL allows it the dishwater does a
dandy job of cleaning up old and dirty components. Hot water doesn’t hurt metal or ceramics and
a clean variable will sparkle in your pictures. If you place items like verniers in the washer it will
remove the grease in them, so inspect them and if that has happened, repack them with some
differential, or any other heavy grease (available at Auto Supply stores) and make sure they turn
smoothly.
If the item is too big for that, such as a timer-console or if it is a radio don’t use the washer
routine. (Don’t put speakers in the washer!) In that case, be sure to use inexpensive cans of
compressed air to blow the dust out an off.
I once paid a lot of good money for one of the old Heath combination timer/phone patch
consoles. And when it arrived the dust inside was at least ¼” deep. It was so filthy; I just dumped
it in the trash can. I should have returned it, but I was so disgusted with it I just wanted it out of
my shop. We know that “Cleanliness is next to Godliness” but it was never more important than
in the items you want to sell on eBay. Don’t even consider posting something that is dirty or
greasy when all it takes is some 409 or a Brillo pad and a rag to clean it up. Just look at the item
as if you were buying it yourself. And then prepare it like you would want to see it when you
opened the box. Always put yourself in the eyes of the buyer. What would you like the item to
look like if you bought it? You’d want it nice and clean and solder-free and ready to use,
wouldn’t you? Or, would you close the box and ship it right back to the seller. Too many of
those returns, and eBay will ban you for life. It’s time well spent to sell clean and serviceable
items.
And since we are on the subject of “returns” here are some simple rules to keep in mind.
You can limit returns by including accurate item descriptions and clear photos.
You should clearly state who pays for return shipping—you or the buyer.
When listing your items there is an option called, “Seller does not accept returns.”

Don’t do that. Not accepting returns shows bad faith even if you are as honest as Abe
Lincoln. Accepting returns indicates that you stand behind your listings. Saying you will accept
returns is just good business and develops trust between you and your prospective buyers. And
there really is no such thing as “not accepting returns.” If the buyer complains to eBay, you
WILL get the item back. So, don’t even consider “Seller does not accept Returns.’
I offer a 14-day return window which gives the buyer a chance to try out the item and make
sure it is exactly what they wanted. Also, offering a similar return window during the holidays
can help shoppers buy with confidence.
However, if someone does return something you have sold be sure to check returned items
carefully before issuing a refund. This return business works both ways.
If you consider it a legitimate reason for returning the item to you, issue the refund
quickly—preferably within 2 days of receiving a return. And make the return is in money, not
some “I’ll swap you this for that” routine. That’s a waste of time and is not professional.
If you determine that the return is not legitimate (Here’s an example you sell a nice antenna
tuner. It is returned and when you open it you find that a variable capacitor has been removed,
and the buyer claims that the item “didn’t work right.” Yes, sadly, there are such people out
there.) If that happens then it’s time to report the buyer to eBay and let them help you resolve
such an issue.
And finally, it goes without saying that you should (and will) have a valid return address on
file with eBay. You can manage multiple email and home addresses, if these improbable things
come up, through your preferences.

How much should I Charge?
This is the most difficult part of selling on eBay. Mainly because it demands that you make
a decision. Many people, because they have no idea of what an old but clean and serviceable
variable capacitor is worth, choose the AUCTION format on eBay. That way, the market tells
you what something should sell for and the high bidder takes the item. Like everything else,
whatever you are selling is worth whatever someone will pay for it. And how are you going to
know that before hand?
An Auction is certainly one way to avoid making that decision. Instead of placing a “Buy it
Now” (or “Fixed Price”) on your item you can place it in an Auction and take your chances.
Let’s use the Collins 75A-4 receiver that I have mentioned before as an example. Of course,
Collins gear is very much desired, especially by hams who are old enough to remember when
Collins was the very best gear you could buy. Unfortunately, most of us at that time didn’t have
enough money to buy it! It was very expensive back in the day, and many old-timers now want it
just because they have fond memories of when they just dreamed of it and now on the used
market they can afford it.
Recently two 75A-4s were placed in auctions. One of them was describe briefly as, “Lights
up. Needs cleaning up.” The other mentioned only that it was “Unmodified and had three filters.”
Both were placed on auctions and both started with a bid of $100. The “Lights up, needs
cleaning” finally sold for $555.00. The one that was listed as “Unmodified, has 3 filters” sold
with a final bid of $1.035.00.
Wow! A $500 difference between two very similar radios. I’m at a loss to explain the wide
difference in final results except that the one that sold for twice as much as the other had better
pictures and stressed that it had not been hacked on and it had the 3 mechanical filters that
themselves sell for $100 apiece on eBay. Those factors, in my opinion, made a five hundred
dollar spread in what buyers were willing to pay. That is why I stress that you MUST have good
photos and lots of them, and you have to have a detailed and honest written description of the
item. Is it worth $500 to you to take a little more time with those two important aspects of eBay
selling?
You still have some options when you place your item on an Auction. You can post a “Buy
it Now” price along with your beginning auction price. Then, if someone thinks your price is

reasonable and doesn’t want to mess with bidding they can “Buy it Now” at the price you state.
However, if someone makes a first bid, the “Buy it Now” option goes away. You can also set a
minimum price that you will accept which is called a “Reserve.” Nobody who is bidding sees
this Reserve, but if the bidding never reaches that point, your item doesn’t go to the high bidder
and eBay will inform the bidders that the auction “did not meet the reserve. You can then relist it
if you choose. Here’s an example: Let’s say you have a nice Icom transceiver. You have done a
search for that radio on eBay and found some similar to yours selling for $900. You take your
pictures; write up your description detailing any extra features of yours that the others for sale
don’t have. You can list it as a “Buy it Now” item for $899.95. Or, you can put it on an Auction
demanding a starting bid of $100 and on the same listing offer it at a “Buy it Now” price of
$899.95. Someone may snap it up before the bidding starts. If not, the first bid must be $100, and
it goes up from there. On that first bid your “Buy it Now” offer goes away. But let’s say you
have a hidden “Reserve” price of $700, which is the very least you will accept for it. If the
bidding never passes that $700 mark, nobody will get it even if the highest bid is $699.99 If that
happens, you can start all over in either another “Buy it Now” or another “Auction.”

Some of these additions can cost you more in eBay fees so be careful when you select them.
For instance, if your item doesn’t sell, eBay will kindly offer to “Relist Automatically” for you.
Well, that’s nice of eBay, but they also charge you a fee for that service. (Personally, I never
select eBay’s offer to “relist” to avoid the relist fee. Since I keep my item photos and
descriptions in folders on my desktop I just “re-do” the listing as if it was a new one, changing
the description somewhat bur retraining the price I originally set. Doing it this way circumvents
any automatic re-listing fee.)
Here’s a helpful hint about fees: When you list your item (we’ll get to that in detail in
another chapter) at the very bottom of your listing before you upload it to eBay if you click on
the last money figure on the page it will show you the fees, if any, that eBay is going to charge
you. I know that’s vague, take a look at a screen shot coming up. When you click on that figure a
new screen opens up and shows you what, if any, fees to expect from eBay. They really are quite
lenient on small time sellers and you will be allowed a fixed number of free listings, or a money
figure that you may sell up to, before they will charge listing fees. This changes from time to

time, and in different ways, so always CLICK that number BEFORE you click the List Item
button.

I’ll give you a couple of examples of how they operate. Sometimes they will give you “200
listings OR up to $5000 in sales in a month” before any listing fees kick in. Sometimes they will
restrict it to “50 free Auction type listings a month” before they charge fees.
. Just be aware that eBay does charge fees after a certain point and so does PayPal for their
services. In fact, PayPal takes their fee (usually something like 3 or 4%) right off the top of the
Sold Price. EBay will send you a bill at the end of the month on the credit card you have placed
as backup on PayPal. I use the same credit card for all my dealings concerning eBay selling. I
use it for paying for anything connected to eBay selling. That way, when tax time comes (and it
ALWAYS does!) if you report your eBay earnings you can deduct your expenses (packing
boxes, bubble wrap, postage, etc.) from the gross amount of money you have made selling on
eBay.
(One word on taxes.UGH!) Anyway, if you are a large seller, moving lots of things on eBay
every day you need to get a tax number and pay the state and Feds regularly. The process for
obtaining a tax number is beyond the scope of this book. You can Google it and get all you need

to know from the Internet. As an Amateur Radio seller, you might be selling some high-priced
items, but your volume selling is probably going to be low. You are still supposed to collect sales
tax if the buyer is in your state, but what are the odds of that happening? In all my eBay selling
I’ve only sold one item to someone in my state and it was such a low price it would be “cents” to
the tax collectors.
I’m not a tax lawyer and this is not legal advice. If this concerns you, get some legal
guidance. I believe strongly in not “waking sleeping dogs” so I don’t worry about it – unless I
begin selling big time in my state. If that happens, I’ll get a tax number and “do my duty.” In the
meantime, don’t kick the dog.
On small items the eBay fees are also small. But if you sell lots o high-priced things for
hundreds of dollars eBay is going to take a few hundred from you for themselves. I’ll have lots
more on fees later. You don’t have to worry about them if you are a low volume seller. Now, at
least you know that you can sell your item at a “Buy it Now” price, or if you are unsure of the
value you can place it in an Auction and let the bidders decide what it is worth.
This is a good place to add some info on “Auction Sniper.” It was the first program of its
kind, but like everything that is successful, there are more just like it now. What it basically does
is this: If you see an item you would bid on, you don’t place a bid. You go to Auction Sniper and
put in the maximum amount you will pay for the item in question. Auction Sniper is a computer,
and when the bidding is in the closing seconds, it swoops into the bidding with a dollar more
than the current highest bid – and you win. It takes away the hassle of having to watch the
auction every day to see if you need to make a higher bid. You can find out more about Auction
Sniper at https://www.auctionsniper.com.

Let’s Sell Something!
You have taken and edited your photos and have saved them on your desktop in a folder
named something like “eBay Pix.” Now you need one more thing covered before we start our
listing. I see some descriptions of items that are one sentence, sometimes just a couple of words.
That won’t get it. You MUST do a detailed description of the item you want to sell. There are
some people who “pretend” to be a company, in their descriptions. “Ajax Radio Company,” etc.
Well, we know that Ajax is just a guy named Joe who is selling his old radio gear out of his
basement shack just like we are. I don’t know why people do that, but I do know what works
best for me. I know that prospective buyers looking at my items are ham radio operators or radio
hobbyists. I make my descriptions personal, just as if I were talking to the buyer face to face.
And I often end the description with something like, “73 and good luck in the contests.”
Here is one of my typical and an actual description :( I’m going to put it in italics, so you
can tell it from normal copy in this book, but it WOULDN’T be in italics on eBay.)
Collins 75A-4 Receiver. The Queen of the Collin’s Receivers needs a LIFESAVER!
This old girl needs a lot of TLC. I’ve had it for years and used it at one time on AM. But it
needs the loving touch of someone who appreciates the quality that Collins built into all of their
gear. The last time I used it, it performed well – for awhile – and then the audio became very
distorted. Yes, it “works” but it needs work. Personally, I think it needs a re-cap job and a good
alignment, but I don’t have the time or the eyesight for the job. I’m sure it could be put back into
original condition by someone who cares enough to give it the labor that the repair would
require. Everything is there, including two of the possible three mechanical filers, one for voice,
one for CW. It has a couple of “solid state” 6AL5s which could be replaced by tubes if one
wanted them. In fact, I’ll include several good 6AL5 tubes just in case. The only thing missing is
the 11-meter oscillator crystal. Collins Serial # 1419 was owned by a REAL ham who had no
interest in listening to CBers! Dimensions: 17 ½” wide, 15 ½” deep and 10” high. She is a
really heavy old gal, but it will be carefully packed to protect it and will be shipped by FedEx
ground. I hate to give her up, but it’s time that someone gave her the new lease on life she
deserves. No smoke smell, no dog or cat hairs and calculated shipping means you pay exact
shipping cost from my shack to yours. Thanks for reading and 73 to you and your family”

Now, I’m not suggesting that you use a description as detailed as this, but you should strive
to make it as personal as that. Unlike the kids who text in short and abbreviated words, people
who buy on eBay DO like a very exact description of what you are offering them. Don’t wait
until it’s time to do the listing to prepare your description. Do it BEFORE you reach that point.
There is a good reason for that. I use Microsoft Word to write my descriptions and I do it right
after I have pre-packed and weighed the item. That way you have the notes and the photos
you’ve made on any defects or special attributes of your item. It’s fresh in your mind, and that is
the time to get it all down on paper (or to be more correct in your word processor). That way,
when you do list the item you only have to highlight it, then copy and paste the description into
the proper place on the listing page. After you write your description save it in another folder on
your desktop named something like “eBay copy.”
A side note: I sold that 75A-4 to a ham for $600 and he was as excited as if I had given him
a $15,000 Rolex. To be honest (remember, it’s still the best policy) I had originally listed the
75A-4 at $799 and when it didn’t sell at that price I dropped it to $699 and had several interested
parties send me questions about it. But one of them stood out from all the rest. I looked him up
on QRZ and found his web site. I discovered that his primary interest in ham radio was in
restoring old gear. I was impressed at some of the examples of restorations he had completed He
has done a beautiful job on a number of old pieces of gear so that they looked and performed as
well if not better than when they were new. When he asked me if I could sell it for $600 I
decided that it was worth more to me than $100 loss to have it in the hands of someone like him.
A ham who would continue to preserve the gear we all loved as young Amateurs years ago.
Because of that transaction we have become friends, and you can’t put a price on friendships like
that. He got another radio to restore and I got a new friend. That’s what I call a win-win all
around.
Here is one more example of an actual description I used to sell a rotary inductor. Again, it’s
in italics just for demonstration, it would NOT be in italics on the eBay site.
Rotary Inductor. 20uh tunes 80 thru 10 meters. Very Nice!
This one was removed from a working antenna tuner. Maximum inductance 20 uh. With
proper capacitors this would make a super T-match antenna tuner. The roller measures 5” long
and is 2” in diameter with expanded turns for the high frequency end of the tuning range.

Weighs about 2 and a half pounds. No smoky smell, no dog or cat hairs, and calculated shipping
means you pay the exact cost from my shack to yours. Thanks for looking and 73 to you and your
family.
So, you see it is not necessary to be overly wordy if you can get all the important
information in fewer words. Just be specific about any defects or abnormalities. Remember, NO
surprises when the buyer opens the package. You want him or her to look forward to his package
as if he or her were a kid waiting for Santa.

What I do, and you can choose it or not if you think it is a time-saver, is this: After I have
taken and edited the photos and written the description. I go ahead and wrap and pack the
item. Then I weigh it in the box it will ship in and measure the dimensions of the box. I
make a note of all this information on a pad and keep it on my packing table. You will need that
info when you list, just don’t seal the box yet. (Remember there is a whole chapter on packing
and shipping coming up.) If you follow this method, when your item sells you only have to drop
the packing slip into the box, tape up the box, put on the mailing label and get it out to the post
office or FedEx. Most of my “feedback” (good feedback maintains your 100% rating) remarks
on how FAST they received the item.

Okay, you have taken and resized your photos, written and saved your description, packed
and weighed the item in the box it will ship in –NOW, it is time to LIST that item. Once again,
you have to take a look up at the right top of the opening page on eBay and look closely. The
print is rather small but what it says is “Sell” and next to it “My eBay,” which we have talked
about before. This time you will click on the “Sell” word. You will likely be taken to the “Quick
Sell” page. Because of how Windows 10 (which I use to prepare my eBay sales) handles photos,
I always start with this page. But no matter what brand of computer or its operating system you
are using, Quick Sell is still a good place to start. (If, by chance clicking “Sell” takes you to the
“Advanced” page, click on “Change” and you’ll go back to the “Quick Sell” page.) eBay will
ask you if you really want to “Switch” and you do, so click “Switch”.)

On the “Quick Sell” page you can enter your lead line or title in the box marked “Sell”.
Let’s say you are selling that 75A-4 I mentioned earlier. Go to your “eBay copy” folder on your
desktop, and open the description you’ve saved there, highlight the first line, make it bold, copy
and paste it, “Collins 75A-4 Receiver. The Queen of the Collin’s Receivers needs a
LIFESAVER!” in the box under “What do you want to sell?”
Next you will drag and drop your photos of the item into the indicated box. Just make your
sell window smaller, open your “eBay pix” folder, and use your mouse to drag the pictures from
the pix folder to the list page box for photos. You can re-arrange them after you have loaded
them into the sell page; you don’t have to load them in any special order. But the first picture in

the lineup is the one that will be the picture that shows first when your sell page is up on eBay.
(A reminder: those pictures should have been resized so that the LONGESST size is 1600 pixels,
which you have done in your free GIMP or some other photo editing program.)
Below the photo loading, you will be instructed to put in your description. This time you
open your “eBay copy” folder, just highlight and copy what you have written and paste the
description into the appropriate place on the sell page. You should have “spell checked” the copy
before you paste it. Buyers will spot misspelled words and it makes you look like a dummy, and
you are not, you are a Licensed Amateur Radio Operator, something you should be very proud
of. You worked hard to get that license. If they were easy to get, everybody would be a ham!
Next on the list page you’ll come to the section where you decide on a “Buy it Now” price
or “Auction” method of selling. EBay will often suggest that you chose the auction method and
they even have a little meter that tells you their opinion of its chances of selling based on the
price you input. They will often recommend a selling range of prices. Don’t let that sway you.
It’s pretty much worthless. EBay does that by comparing your item and the price you’ve set
based on similar items that have sold. They don’t know what a variable capacitor is worth, so
don’t pay much attention to it. It’s interesting, but that’s all.

Ebay seems to push Auctions so if you get this page and you don’t want an Auction or any
“Recommendations” from eBay, just go to “Change” in the upper right corner and click it. That
will give you a page with the other options. When you get it you can then choose which method
you want to use, “Buy it Now” or “Auction. If it’s “Buy it Now” simply put in the price you
want to sell the item for. (Here’s another hint that works for retailers and, believe it or not, it
works on eBay. Your price of $299.95 appears to the buyer to be “cheaper” than if you price it at
$300.00 and it’s only a nickel lower.) Funny how that works, isn’t it?

If you choose to use an “Auction” you put in the amount you want the bidding to start at.
This is also where you can set a “Reserve” price below which you will NOT sell the item. You
can also choose a “Buy it Now” price on your auction. These choices may incur some additional
fees from eBay. (Yes, there are fees which I’ll address a little later.)
Next is where you input that information on the weight and size of the package that you
have already wrapped, packaged and saved, remember? You also choose the shipping method.
(Details on that later, too) but, briefly I choose USPS Priority Mail for small items and anything
that isn’t delicate. If it is large or heavy or a somewhat delicate item like the spinner knobs on
antenna tuners, etc. I will send it by UPS or FedEx and give it extra care in packing.
You can also choose to sell internationally if you want to by checking a box. You’ll have to
input the same information and choose an international shipping service and you can exclude
some countries if you like. I tried international selling but I had so few interested buyers from
overseas, the extra trouble of dealing with it just wasn’t worth it to me. If you choose to try
international selling, you don’t actually send the item to Albania or Zimbabwe. You will send it
to a regional eBay facility where they handle all the hassle of selling overseas. Just because I
don’t choose to deal with international selling should not influence you because eBay says that
you are cutting out a large market. I didn’t find that to be true, but the choice is strictly up to you
.
You can then choose how long you want your eBay listing to be available. There are options
from one day all the way to “List until it Sells” which could be a year from Sunday so here is
what I do. If it is a “Buy it Now” I always set that at 30 days because it covers several weekends
so more people have a chance to find your item among the millions on eBay. An “Auction” can
run up to 10 days. If you have a “hot” item, you can limit it to 7 days and get it moving. As I’ve
mentioned, auctions are good if you have no idea of what price something will bring. Auctions
can be fun as you watch bidders climbing on top of each other. But if you don’t put a “Reserve”
on the item it may end up selling for much less than you expected. For instance, suppose you put
a capacitor on auction and start the bidding at $0.99 – and nobody bids anything else. Your
capacitor goes for ninety-nine cents and you have gone in the hole. It’s happened to me, and that
takes the fun out of it for sure!

At the bottom of that page you can “List It” or “Preview” or “Save and exit.” You DO NOT
want to List It that quickly. You may be anxious to get it up and going on eBay but slow down.
You need to look it over a number of times before the final listing, so click on “Save and exit”
the page.
When you do that, at the top of the page that comes up, you see “Advanced.” And that is the
one you want. Click it and it will show a little picture of the draft of the item you have saved.
Beneath the little picture you have the options to “complete” or “delete” and you want to
complete it, so click on that.

Okay. “Why do I want to do that?” you might ask, and it is a good question. As you scroll
down that page you can see your pictures and your description. Here’s one reason: In the
description you might find that it needs some careful editing. Some words might be stuck
together with no spaces. Correct anything that needs correcting. One of the most important
reasons for using the Advanced” page is that you will find a checked box that ALLOWS
BUYERS TO MAKE OFFERS on your item.
You may later wish to allow prospective buyers to make offers (which you can accept,
reject, or give a counter offer), but you don’t want that option from the get-go. So, uncheck that
box. Look carefully to make sure your price is right and the amount of time your listing will run
is what you want. In other words, check to make sure that EVERYTHING looks the way you
want it to look. You’ll be surprised at what you might miss on the first run-through. Yes, it takes
a little more time, but you don’t want possible buyers sending you a lot of questions because you
WILL have to answer every one of them. A side note: All emails to and from a buyer take place
on eBay which is good. All the correspondence concerning your item is right there in case there
is some problem with the sale.

Then at the bottom of that page choose “Preview” and it will show you how your listing will
look on eBay. Don’t be in a rush. Again, scroll down the page and if you see a mistake you can
close that page and go back and make corrections. Since I wrote the description of the item some
time earlier, I often have thought of something that will make it more attractive to a buyer. And
this is where I insert it into the description. After you have “reviewed” the page several times and
are finally satisfied, click “List It” and, bang! You item is up for viewers and you can relax and
wait for your reward of a successful sale. When someone buys your item, eBay will send you an
email and there will be instructions of how to go to PayPal and print a mailing label and packing
slip. Don’t worry; there is more on this part of the eBay experience later.

Let’s ship that item!
I’ve bought some things on eBay before. I once bought a couple of Bose speakers. They
arrived in a big cardboard box with NO packing material. They had bounced around in that box
from the seller to me, and one of them had a crunched corner. There was no need for that
damage. I got a similar item (a vintage Heath capacitor checker) and it had no packing. I was
amazed that it worked at all. What puzzled me the most was WHY would a seller even consider
that this was the proper way to ship anything anywhere? I don’t think that I can advise you
strongly enough to take the packing very seriously. You don’t get something from Amazon that
isn’t filled with some type of packing material. It may be “air bags” or bubble wrap, but it will be
enough to protect the item. You should be as conscientious about packing the items you sell on
eBay. (On the above items I gave a One Star feedback rating and emphasized “no packing.” You
don’t ever want negative feedback. Retaining that 100% rating is as valuable as money.)

You are going to need some materials for shipping. One is a digital scale, so you can weigh
the item you wish to sell. I bought mine from Amazon and it wasn’t expensive. It not only reads
(on a screen) the pounds, but also the ounces and PORTIONS of ounces. For instance, it might
read 3. 4.2 or three pounds and four and two-tenths ounces. You can skip the fractions. We hated
them in school and we still do.

You do need boxes and you can obtain some free boxes from the U.S. Post Office. Just go to
the USPS web site and you can “order” a variety of Priority Mail boxes or fixed price boxes.
Why, they will even have your friendly mailperson (used to be the “mailman” but that’s not
politically correct) deliver them to your front door. What a deal!
Let me ask you a question. Have you ever gone to the Post Office on your lunch hour to pick
up a few stamps? What do you see? There are nine clerk positions – but there is only ONE clerk
working. And you can hear those happy mailpersons laughing and joking over their KFC lunches
in the backroom. And the line you are in stretches out the door and into the parking lot!
I tried the USPS free box deal. After a few weeks I got ONE box. Some weeks later I got a
bunch of boxes. All of them had Priority Mail printed on them with the word “Express” beneath
those words. I used one and sent a rotary inductor to a ham in IL. It went to the Post Office in IL.
Then it showed up a week later back in MY mailbox. I took it to the Post Office and asked,
“Why?” The clerk explained that the “Express” printed on the box meant something other than
simply Priority Mail, but she wasn’t entirely sure what it meant. So, I gave them a couple of
dollars for “Express” and they sent it off to IL again. A week later it was BACK in my mailbox!
By this time the poor guy who had bought it was upset, and so was I. So, I emailed him and said
I had no idea of why HIS Post Office kept rejecting the package, (I think it was sheer stupidity of
the lazy postal clerk in IL) but I would get it to him. I took it to UPS and paid them to send it to
him and it went right through. I lost money on that one, but that’s not the biggest loss the Post
Office has cost me. I’ll tell you about that fiasco later.
As you can tell, I am not a fan of the Post Office or any of their “services.” But you do need
boxes. Any time you buy something from Amazon, or any online company, when it comes,
SAVE the box. You can use them to ship items. You can buy various sizes of boxes at Wal-Mart
and even Dollar Stores. If you need bigger boxes, go to Home Depot or Lowes. All of these
options are cheap and a small price to pay when you are selling something that costs the buyer a
lot of money. Here is a very important suggestion. Use CLEAN boxes. When that box arrives at
the buyer’s home he or she is going to be impressed if the box is nice and clean. On the other
hand, if the box has 15 old shipping labels on it and is all marked up and dirty, they are going to
be biased against you, even if you have sent them a box of gold. Use clean boxes. And use
plenty of packing materials. (In the example a few chapters back when I sold the Collins 75A-4
I spend $40 on packing materials). BUT I was selling a $600 radio. Okay, so my net profit was

$560, but I knew the radio was going to arrive safely and with no damage. I never want to
engage in “Resolve a Dispute” on eBay because of poor packing. Your reputation as a seller
depends on you delivering what you say you will, in the time you say you will deliver it, AND
that it will arrive at the buyer’s in an undamaged condition. And, of course, you need a place to
pack all that wonderful stuff. Here is a shot of my packing table. Pretty simple, isn’t it?

Buy rolls of bubble wrap and shipping tape from Amazon. It’s cheap and I first wrap the
item in lots of bubble wrap. You also should buy some “peanuts.” No, not the salted variety,
those little Styrofoam pellets that get all over everything when you open a box. And BECAUSE
of that, don’t use a lot of them. If the item I’m selling is large and semi-heavy (radios, antenna
tuners, etc.) I put just a layer of peanuts in the bottom of the box. DO NOT buy your peanuts
from Office Max or Office Depot or Staples. They will charge you $12 for a half peck of
peanuts. At the UPS store you can get a bag twice as big for $5 and the UPS people are nice.
Make sure your box gives you plenty of room on ALL sides of the item. It’s going to get
rough treatment however you ship it. It needs some packing on all sides including the top and
bottom to protect it. Some people use old newspapers to fill in that space. That’s cheap and dirty.
And the buyer gets black newspaper ink all over his or her hands when they pull it out of the
box. Not good. I buy plain “newsprint” paper from Amazon. (See it above on my packing Table.)
It’s like newspaper, but without any printing on it, it is just plain white. I used lots of that (it’s
cheap). I crumple it and put in a layer or two on top of the peanuts and then I place the item,

which is wrapped in lots of bubble wrap, inside. I then fill all the spaces around the item with
more crumpled newsprint. If there are any crevices I dump in a few more peanuts to fill that
space and maybe a layer of peanuts on top of the item. Finally, I like to fold a piece of newsprint
and put it flat on top of all the other filling, so the buyer opens a box that looks neat at first
glance. Remember, Do NOT be stingy with packing material. As I said, it is a small cost as
compared to what you are selling, and you’ll get good “feedback” on your nice packaging.
When your item has sold, eBay sends you an email of “congratulations” and there will be a
button to “Download or Print Your Label.” When you click on “print” it used to go directly to
PaPal and you print your shipping label there. They’ve changed that. Now you choose “Print” on
the eBay page and a pix of your shipping label with the buyer’s name and address already on it
comes up on your screen. Got to the top left of your monitor and click on “Edit.” The dropdown menu has “print” as an option. Click it, choose your printer and boom, your shipping label
is printed. Isn’t that neat? As you will see eBay is continually changing its “look” but often if
you examine the page somewhere on it in small print it will allow you to go back to the form you
are familiar with using. Either way, when you print the label it’ll be on the regular size paper in
your printer, so you must trim it out with scissors. On the right side of that label page in small
print it says, “packing slip” and you’ll want to print that out too. Don’t you get a packing slip
inside a package when you order something?

Now, the postage part gets a tad complicated so follow me on this. If you have indicated
“Calculate Shipping” on your listing, the buyer will pay the postage depending on the distance
he lives from where you live. Here’s an example: You sell your item for $100. The buyer has
calculated how much the postage is and sends eBay $110 for the item plus the postage. You get
the $110, so the postage comes out of that. You buy the postage (in the form of a shipping label)
from PayPal. With all the printing done, you’ll place the packing slip (I also include a little thank
you card, too) inside the box, then use packing tape to seal the box and tape the shipping label on
the outside covering up any other shipping labels if you are using a previously used box. I know
this sounds complicated but after you’ve done it once or twice it will be second nature to you.
And here is the good part – when you buy your postage through eBay you get a DISCOUT
over what you would pay if you bought your shipping label from the Post Office! It’s not

insignificant, either. You’ll save a couple of dollars on each one. In the above example, the buyer
paid $10 for postage, but you bought your postage for it through eBay and it only cost you $8 so
you picked up a couple extra bucks which helps pay for those boxes and bubble wrap!
When you list your item, you’ll be asked to indicate how long it will take you to ship
something. Those options range from “Same Day” to several days. I’m retired and the drop off
point is on the way to the park where I take my every day “stroll” (it used to be a jog) so I opted
for a shipping time of “One Business Day” which says I’ll get it out the next day except on
weekends and holidays. If I sell something at night, I can usually get it out the next morning, but
that “One Business Day” gives me a little operating space. And, if I get it to the buyer faster, he
is a happy shopper and will likely come back again. There are some dolts who say, “I do all my
shipping on Fridays,” which is fine if that is the only day the dolt has. But, you don’t like to wait
a long time to get something you’ve ordered and paid for, do you? That’s why you pay Amazon
their Prime fee, so you get two-day shipping.
Of course, if you have a full-time job you may not be able to ship next day. But you could
make a little extra effort and take your package to the post office or UPS or FedEx before or after
work. If you have a wife or a husband who doesn’t work a full day maybe they would take a
break and haul your package to the shipping place for you. My point is simple – if you intend to
sell fairly consistently on eBay you need to get the items out as quickly as possible. That is why I
suggested way back when that you go ahead and pre-pack BEFORE you list you item for sale.
If you do that, you only have to drop in the packing slip, seal the box, and tape on the shipping
label and it’s ready to go.
As soon as you print the shipping label you will have a “tracking umber.” UPS and FedEx
automatically send the buyer the tracking info. USPS is supposed to, also. I don’t trust any of
them. After I take the package to the shipping place, then I email the buyer with the tracking
number along with a little word of thanks for his purchase. If you don’t have the tracking number
written down some place it is in your “My eBay” which shows the item and the sale and the
tracking number. Just highlight it, copy it, and paste it into the email note to the buyer.
There is one more option you can consider. And that is “Free Shipping.” Ebay has
discovered that people hate to pay shipping charges on top of the price they paid for the item
they bought. I just cancelled an order from a check printing place. I didn’t need any checks right

away, but they offered me a 30% off ‘code’ and FREE SHIPPING. When I checked out I put
in my “code” and my cost was $52…PLUS $12 “handling.” PLUS $10 “processing.” PLUS
“$12 shipping.” PLUS, they didn’t give me my 30% off OR free shipping. The total cost of my
$52 order was going to be $101.00. Twice as much as the checks cost. Nope. Not today. I closed
out the page and next time I need checks I will go elsewhere. Remember honesty? Still the best
policy.
You can offer FREE SHIPPING when you list your item if you like. I’m hesitant about that.
I once had a really nice antenna tuner that I wanted to sell for $299.95. I live in Georgia, so I
looked up the zip code for the greatest distance from GA. That would be the west coast. If it
went to Los Angeles it would cost me $60 in shipping if I paid the shipping cost to a place that
far away. But what were the odds of that? If the buyer was in Alabama or Tennessee or Virginia
it or anywhere in the east, it would cost me less than $25 and I could handle that off the price of
the item and make some brownie points by offering free shipping. So, I did. You already know
the answer, don’t you? The guy who bought it was…in LA and I lost $60 for free shipping off
that $299.95.
What some people do is add the cost of shipping into the price of the item and call it “Free
Shipping.” Everybody is onto that ploy, so it doesn’t fool anyone. Also, some sellers charge a
fixed price to anywhere. “Shipping $70.” That’s not a good idea. If the buyer lives one state
over from you he knows it won’t cost that much to ship it, so he passes on by and keeps looking.
My policy now is this: If the item sells for a hundred dollars or less, and if it is small and doesn’t
weigh much (say, a pound or two) and will go in a small box I can offer legitimate free shipping
and absorb the cost. If it is weighs more than that; if it is heavy and big, I offer Calculated
Shipping. That way the buyer pays the shipping, but it is the exact cost from me to them. And I
never charge a phony “handling fee” or “re-stocking fee.” Those are just rip-offs and are sure to
be reflected in bad feedback.
Another friendly hint: You’ve already packed and weighed your item in the box in which it
will ship, right? When you weigh it, add a few ounces “just to be sure” your postage will cover
the shipping cost. In other words, if the box with packing it weighs 3lbs. write it down as 3lbs
and 6 ounces. When you choose your shipping method (USPS, UPS, FedEx) the listing page will
often list that as a range (3 to 4lbs). There’s a reason for adding a few ounces. Consider my

experience with the IL post office. If they weigh your package and find it is a few ounces more
than the postage you’ve paid on it, they might ship it back to you. A few extra ounces aren’t
going to cost you, or the buyer more than pennies and it is just a safe way of dealing with POST
OFFICES!!!
One more thing before we leave shipping. If the item is small I use USPS Priority Mail. You
can ship Priority Mail in any kind of box; you don’t need one from the Post Office that is
already marked. They promise “four-day delivery” which means the buyer may get it in two or
three weeks, or it may go to Iran or Ethiopia. Whatever you do, DO NOT USE PRIORITY
MAIL for big or delicate items. For those use UPS or FedEx. I made the fatal mistake of using
Priority Mail to ship a beautiful B&W antenna tuner. It was going to an area in California. Stay
with me now. It went 2000 miles to LA, but it never got from the LA post office to the buyer. It
was shipped BACK to Atlanta, another 2,000 miles. Here somebody said, “Hey, this ain’t ‘posed
to be here, it’s ‘posed to be in LA.” So, they shipped it 2000 miles back to LA. When the buyer
finally got it, after it being in the hands of the “Postal “Service” for 6000 miles, it had been
totally destroyed. He sent it back to me, as he should (another 2000 miles). That little fun trip to
and from the east to the west and back to the east and back to the west and finally back to the
east with USPS Priority Mail (a total of 8000 miles!) cost me the sale of $299 for the tuner and
$80 in shipping costs. DO NOT USE PRIORITY MAIL FOR LARGE OR DELICATE
ITEMS. You have been warned.

Fees & Customers.
Yes, eBay is a business and it must make a profit to stay a business. Since they serve as a
broker between you and someone who buys something from you, it is only right that they get a
cut of the profits. However, since you will likely not be an “eBay Store” you probably won’t
rack up a lot of fees. If you decide to become a store (and some hams do that by buying cheap
and selling high) you will still get a number of free listings a month. Here is a brief idea of how
you are going to fare as far as listing fees are concerned.

As you can see, if you sell less than 50 items (or as of this writing less than $5000 sales a
month) you won’t be paying any listing fees. BUT eBay also charges a FINAL FEE when
your item sells. And it is quite high, like 10%. For instance, when I sell something for $200,
even though I won’t pay a listing fee, eBay is going to take $20 from me. It will show up on that
monthly credit card you have stored in PayPal. If you want to know more about fees (that’s all I
need to know) you can read all the fine print at eBay’s Customer Service page.
I’m assuming that you will not be an eBay “store” and that you will only list a few items a
month so the only fees that you will encounter, other than the FINAL FEE, are some “hidden”
fees that you can stumble onto. For instance, if your item doesn’t sell, eBay will gladly give you
something to click on to “relist.” That costs a fee, so don’t do it. Do as I do, go through the

process of listing the item again yourself. That means you have to reload the pix and the
description again on the Advanced page, but you still have all that info in your desktop folders
so it is not a big chore, and you don’t pay eBay a “relist” fee.
All those shipping labels you bought when somebody purchased your items are listed in
PayPal as money you owe. But remember if you used Calculated Shipping the buyer DID pay
the postage, so the postage cost does not come out of your pocket – yet. Do you recall my
example? You sell an item for $100 with Calculated Shipping. The buyer pays $110 for the item
plus the postage. You buy a shipping label through PayPal for $8.00. PayPal takes their 3% and
pays the $97 plus $8 to eBay. EBay takes the $106 and calculates their FINAL FEE of $10.60.
That and the PayPal $8 postage charge goes on the credit card you have as backup on PayPal.
When your credit card bill shows up thee will be an eBay charge of $18.60 on it. Yes, it is the
postage money that the buyer paid and your eBay final fee. Now you have to pay it. I know this
sounds complicated, and it is – with eBay doing the selling and PayPal doing the financing. So
you didn’t really make $100 off that sale, you only made $81.40. Trust me, when the credit card
comes in with a payment on it, you have not been cheated, but you must consider these fees and
charges when you place a price on what you sell.
I’ve discussed some of the other hidden fees that eBay will try to slip by you on the listing
page. An extra photo for the search engine, an extra sub-title, things like that. As I cautioned, if
there is something on the listing page that you don’t understand or is difficult for you to see the
value of, it will likely incur a fee from eBay, so be careful and don’t check a box until you are
sure it is fee free.
CUSTOMERS.
Since we are dealing with hams, most of them are easy to deal with if you are honest about
your pictures and descriptions. If they ask you questions about some item, answer the question as
honestly and as quickly as you can. NEVER ignore a question, no matter if it seems to be a
stupid one. Some hams haven’t been in this hobby as long as you have. So, they are not as smart.
Remember to have some communication with them. Make it personal between you and the
buyer. Then, if something occurs that you have no control over they are usually cooperative
about it. For instance, we had an unexpected snow storm here and Atlanta doesn’t handle snow
very well. Our neighborhood was snowbound for several days and no cars moved which delayed

my promise of shipping in “One Business Day.”. I had an order from a ham in North Dakota. I
used “Contact Buyer” and explained the situation to him. He KNEW about snow, so he
understood the cause for the delay and even gave me good feedback on getting the item to him
through a “snow storm.”
Occasionally, you will get a buyer who is unreasonable. They will moan and groan and
declare that you cheated them and didn’t tell them the glass on the meter was broken. (It wasn’t,
he broke it himself– yes there are people like that). There is no way we can know what is in
someone else’s life and mind. Perhaps the guy is just bitter. Maybe something has turned him
sour on our hobby or some personal slight has happened to him. He might just be having a bad
day, we all do sometimes. And you happen to be the one he takes it out on. Remember that ALL
messages are kept on eBay. When you run into a cantankerous person such as this, bite your
tongue and be courteous. Give him a refund and move on to the next customer. Arguing or
fighting with customers will only hurt YOU. So, don’t do it.

Recapping all the stuff we’ve covered.
Okay, I’m assuming that you have done a list on the “Quick List” page and “Saved and
Exited” it. At the top of the page that comes up you will see “Advanced” and when you click on
it, it will ask if you really want to switch and you really do, so switch to Advanced and let’s run
down that page.
Product Details. (You’ve already put the title in so it is there. And you don’t need a
“Bold” title which eBay will charge you $6.00 for. That’s a waste. Hint: I always make mine
bold just by making it Bold when I write the description in Microsoft Word, but I don’t choose
“bold” from their check box so I don’t give them the six bucks. Don’t tell anybody, okay?)
Subtitle. (You don’t need a subtitle because eBay will charge you for it, too.)
Category (You can choose a category, yours will be something that begins with Consumer
Electronics and ends with something like tuners or components.)
Subcategory (Here’s another little eBay gotcha for a dollar. You don’t need it. Skip it.
Variations (I have no idea what this is, so we don’t need it. If you don’t know what
something is, the chances are that there is a fee attached. We don’t like fees.)
UPC (You won’t have a UPC code on old parts and you don’t need it on new ones)
Condition (Here you can put “Used” or “Refurbished” or “For parts and not working” etc.)
Condition Description (Skip this also. You’ll have a detailed description down the page.)
Photos (Your photos are here, and you can lighten them or darken them, but you have
already edited your pix so move on down the page. Oh, one more thing. eBay will try to sell
you another photo for the search engine. FEE ALERT! Skip this one.)
Item Specifics (If it’s E.F. Johnson or Eimac or Collins something that means anything to
hams you can put it in here. Otherwise, skip it.)
Item Description (Okay, here is where you go to the eBay copy folder on your desktop You
have already written the description. Just highlight it, copy it and paste it here.)
This section is followed by the shipping instructions, so we will step through those.
Shipping Details (You’ll choose here whether you want “Fixed Price” or “Auction” style
listing. Fixed price is “Buy it Now” and you put in what you want for the item. If it is an
auction you can put in your starting price and how long the auction should run – a week, 10
days or whatever.)

Duration (If you’ve chosen “Fixed Price” I put in 30 days which is long enough. If it
doesn’t sell in a month, you need to try something else.)
Quantity (Are you selling more than one thing in a listing? If you have 10 knobs you can
put in 10 and sell them one at a time or several. Your listing will show how many you have
for sale and how many you have left.
Sales Tax (If you sell a lot or sell most of them in your state you need a tax number so your
state and D.C. get their chunk of your money. If you sell only a few things and most of them
are out of state I wouldn’t worry about it unless the sheriff comes for you.)
Return Options (You’ll accept returns if the buyer contacts you within 14 days. If he has a
legitimate reason for sending the item back, you’ll refund his money. However, if you think
he is just reneging you can report him to eBay and let them sort it out.)
Automatic Relist (eBay will automatically relist your item if it doesn’t sell the first time.
And they will charge you a fee to do that. We don’t want to auto-relist.
Shipping Details (Here I offer Calculated Shipping which allows the buyer to calculate how
much the postage is going to cost him. If you feel like Santa you can also offer Free
Shipping, but you will pay the shipping costs.)
Local Pickup (Your wife doesn’t want strangers showing up at the house at all hours of the
day and night, and you don’t either unless you are well armed so don’t offer this option.)
International Shipping (You can try this if you like. You’ll ship to a regional eBay facility
where they take care of the customs hassles. I choose not to fool with it.)
Package Weight (Here is where you put the weight of the item in the packing box and also
give the dimensions of the box. This is where you choose how you will ship the item. I use
USPS Priority Mail for small items that don’t weigh much in small boxes. If it is large and
heavy by all means use UPS or FedEx. I only offer one choice of sending stuff.)
Excluded Locations (If you offer Free Shipping you don’t want to pay to send your item to
Alaska or Hawaii or American Samoa so exclude them. With calculated shipping you will
send that transformer anywhere including the moon, but delivery might take some time.)
Fees (Here you will see a money figure. If there are no fees it will say $0.00. Click on it to
be sure if there are any fees. When you are just starting out eBay will likely let you list for
nothing. And, if you have huge sales they give you a certain number of free listings a month.

But eventually, they are going to charge you. Remember, if your item sells, eBay is going to
take 10% of the selling price including the shipping costs.)
At the bottom of the Advanced Page there are four options. “List Item” (you don’t want to
do that just yet) and “Review” (you DO want to do that. It shows you how your listing will
appear on the actual eBay site. You’ll want to go over that several times to make sure there are
no mistakes. There is almost always something I want to correct. So, don’t be in a hurry. You
can flip back and forth from the review to the edit page as many times as necessary. Take your
time here before you hit the “List” button. And there is “Save and exit” (which you can do if it is
dinner time and your wife is calling). And finally, there is “Cancel” if you are sick of the whole
thing and the DXpediton is on the air.

Are you getting tired? I am. So, we will wrap this up in the next and final chapter.

73, SK and CUL
I remember as a kid when my older brother bought me a bicycle and let “Santa” bring it to
me on Christmas morning. It was very cold, but we bundled up and took the bike out. He held
me upright and then ran alongside, yelling encouragement, while I pedaled. When I fell, he
picked me and my bike up and we started all over again. And soon I was pedaling and finally left
him behind and never looked back. We didn’t have a book of instructions or a manual on
learning to ride a bike.
The same principle applies to selling radio parts, or anything, on eBay. You can use this
book as a reference and guidance, but the only way you will learn the process and be comfortable
with it is – to do it.
I’ll run over the basics once more. Whatever you wish to sell requires only that you need
photos (lots of them and of good quality and resized to 1600 pixels on the longest side) and a
written description of the article. Your description has to be detailed and you must emphasize
any defects in the item (dents, scratches, missing parts etc.) because you can’t, and shouldn’t, try
to hide them from the buyer. For convenience sake after you take and resize your photos save
them in a folder on your desktop labeled something like “eBay pix.” Likewise, save your written
descriptions (which you have composed previously in Microsoft Word) in a desktop folder
named “eBay copy” or something similar).
When you have done that, go to the top of eBay’s home page and on the top right side click
on the word “Sell.” You will most likely be taken to the “Quick Sell” page. Spend some time on
this one. Put in your title and your photos and your description and go right on down the page. It
is pretty intuitive. That is, it leads the way and you just fill in the blanks.
You’ll drag and drop your photos into the appropriate box on the page. Copy your
description from your eBay copy folder and paste it in. You’ll also put in the weight of the item
and the size of the box. (That is why I suggest that you pre-package the item and weigh it in the
box it will be shipped in BEFORE you list it, so you will already have this info handy).
You’ll select whether you want to sell at a “Fixed Price” and if you do, you’ll insert that
figure. If you choose an “Auction,” don’t accept eBay’s recommendation, put in your own
starting bid and tell how long you want the auction to run. Here’s an important tip: On Fixed
Price, which shows up as “Buy it Now” on the eBay site, the buyer must pay for the item

immediately after he buys it. On an “Auction” the winner doesn’t have to do that. But if he
doesn’t pay up soon eBay will send him reminders to pay for it. And after a couple days, if he
still hasn’t paid, you should send him an “invoice” as a hint for him to come up with the money.
If he wins the auction and then backs out, file a complaint with eBay and they will take over.
Sometimes, in the heat of bidding, a person will bid just to get in on the fun thinking he won’t
win anyway so he is safe. But, he wins! In that case, if he doesn’t pay up, turn it over to eBay.
They will settle the disagreement in your favor.
Continue filling in the info on the “Quick Sale” page until you get to the bottom. There you
should NOT click on “LIST” because there is some more work to be done. Click on “Save &
Exit” and then go to the top of the page that comes up and click on “Advanced.” Ebay will ask
you if you really want to switch, and you do. Why do you want to?
Because on “Advanced” there are things you want to do that are not on the “Quick Sale”
page. True, that most of the info you have input on the Quick Sale page is already there, but on
Advanced you have the opportunity to uncheck the box that would ordinarily automatically
allow prospective buyers to “Make Offers.” You may choose later to allow people to make offers
if you item doesn’t sell in a reasonable time. But every offer has to be rejected, or you have to
make a counter offer, and each one must be answered. It’s a pain if you get a dozen offers and
have to answer each one. And sometimes someone will try to plead poverty and ask you to
accept an unreasonably low price for your item. Hey! You’re paying PayPal 3 or 4% and eBay
10%. That’s a big enough hit. Don’t go for the poor mouth routine but be courteous in your
refusal.
Uncheck the “Make Offers” box and move on down the page. One more hint on “Make
Offers” – Often eBay will take it upon themselves, if your item hasn’t sold in a week or so, to
arbitrarily add “Make Offers” to your listing. Sometimes they send you an email saying they
have done this, and sometimes they just do it. So, you must check your listings often to see if
they have sneaked in a Make Offer deal. If you like that idea, fine. But I don’t want eBay making
decisions for me. When that happens, I go to “My eBay’ and beside the line that shows the item
they have “helped” you with you will see “More Actions” which is a drop-down menu. Here is
where I go into “revise” which takes me back to the edit page. I then uncheck, once again, the

“Make Offers” box and go to the bottom and click “Update Listing” and that takes away the
make offers deal for the second time.
Another tip: At the top left side of your “My eBay” page you will see the word “Messages.”
If it has a number beside it that means you have one or more messages. They may be from
people who want to ask a question about your item. Or they may be messages from eBay on their
latest change in “terms of use” legalese. But you must look at them by clicking on “messages.” If
it is a query about your item, “That picture looks like a butterfly capacitor, is it?” you respond
right on the page and hit “Send” and tell the questioner that it is not a butterfly. If the message is
from eBay it is some change in policy, so you can go to the top and right click and check “Mark
as Read” and go on with your business. The good thing about messages is that they are all stored
on eBay. So, if there is a dispute over something, they can see your exchanges with the buyer
(that’s why you should always be courteous – those messages on eBay are there FOREVER) and
they can jump in and settle the dispute.
At the bottom of the “Advanced” page you have the chance to “Review” and you should
click that. It shows how your item will appear on eBay and you can scroll through it and find any
mistakes you have made. Correct those and then you can click “List Item” and away it goes.
Another hint: Even after your item is on eBay you might want to revise it. Maybe it didn’t
sell at the price you set, and you want to drop it down a few bucks. You might want to add an
incentive like “FREE SHIPPING!”. Just be aware that free shipping means you pay the cost
instead of the buyer. That’s why I usually offer “Calculated Shipping and the buyer pays
whatever it costs to get the item to him. You can revise anything, at any time. Once again (and
this is why it is so important to familiarize yourself with “My eBay”) on the right side of your
“My eBay” page there is a drop-down menu of “other actions” beside the items you have sold or
have presently listed. One of those is “revise.” If you click on that your edit page will come up
again and you can change whatever you wish and at the bottom, click “Update” and your listing
will be revised to show the changes you have made. Also, in that menu alongside the items that
have sold is “Contact Buyer” if you wish to send the buyer the tracking number (you should) or
just to see if he received the item okay. It’s good to have communication with the buyer so he or
she knows they are dealing with a real person who cares about the item they have paid their
money for.

I think you are ready to learn how to ride that bicycle. Pick one item you can part with and
make a trial run at listing something. Soon you will be listing an item or two every week and you
will enjoy it. (I don’t list a bunch of things at once because it is a hassle. “Now, which box did I
pack that thing in, and what exactly was it he bought?”) I don’t think I have ever had more than
three or four items listed at one time. When one item sells, just list another one or two. There are
some people who have “eBay Stores” and make it a full-time business of it. But they usually
have several helpers and a bookkeeper, and a packer and you have to perform all those chores
alone so don’t make it too complicated. You want each “sell” to be an independent venture. That
way you can establish a rapport with the buyer. You will even make new ham friends that way.
Who knows, you might run into each other on 20 meters some day.
Will you become a millionaire by following my suggestions? No, I don’t think so unless you
have several complete and pristine Collins S-Lines to sell. But you will be surprised, I know I
was, by just what will sell for real cash by cleaning out your old boxes of radio parts or selling
that radio that has become obsolete but still works fine. All you really have to do is take some
pictures and honestly describe the item you wish to sell. Package it up so the shipper won’t
destroy it, and take it to the Post Office, or UPS, or FedEx.
One last bit of advice –EBAY IS CHANGING AND UPDATEDING ALL THE TIME.
While I have been writing this book, they have added “Sellers Cluster” (which is confusing to
those who have been using their site for some time) and other things. So, check them often
because you may like they changes, or you may not and should opt out. CHECK, CHECK,
CHECK!
Good luck and God bless America and if you have a question or just want to chat you can
always email me at john@w4btx.com. I get a lot of email, so I might not get back to you in a
day, but I will get back to you.
73 and 88
John Beckman, W4BTX
P.S. I’ve been a ham for many years. If you haven’t joined us in this hobby yet, remember
this: Ham Radio really is a Pastime for a Lifetime.
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